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In this note we give the sketch of the proof of Theorem 1 in our
preceding note [4] after giving another application (Example 4) of our
theorem.

In this note we will use the same notations as in our previous note
[4] and will not repeat their definition.

Further details of this note will appear elsewhere.
Example 4. In Example 2 of our previous note we treated only

the Dirichlet problem. However Theorem 1, together with the results
in Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [5], [6], makes it possible to treat the so-
called "non-elliptic boundary value problems" (cf. HSrmander [3],
Egorov-Kondratev [1] and SjSstrand [7]).

Let M be a real analytic manifold and N be a submanifold of M.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that N is of codimension 1 and
defined by 9(x)--O. As in Example 2, M--M+ UM_ N,SM=N+ UN_.
Then SX decomposes into three parts, namely, S+--q-I(N+) and
/--1S*M. Let be an elliptic system of differential equations. For
the sake of simplicity, we assume that ’xt (, ZM)--0 for ]>0. We
denote by the solution sheaf ,om(t,). We set q
=P,(rx @0x/I,+/-). Then / is a system of pseudo-differential
equations on /-IS*N, so that lv-p,(rx (x-g) is a direct sum
of+ and _. Suppose that an admissible N-subModule of

_
is given so that the quotient sheaf A7=_/3/ is also admissible. By
Theorem 1, we have

(]+,()/) I-,d(o (_, C).
Hence we obtain an exact sequence

0---=. d(o. (_L’, O) >(]+.()/) 1
(1) B

;=/, o., (, C) ->=, ’x (_& C).
The generalized boundary value problem means the problem to find a
solution u of defined on M+ satisfying a boundary condition Bu--[2,
where Z is a given microfunction solution of 3/. Therefore

’(AT, C)--0 implies the existence of u for every / and
d(o (.LT, C)-0 implies the uniqueness of u (modulo the solutions
defined on a neighborhood of N).
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In the case when ’t (_L, C) does not vanish, u exists i and
only if//-0. The structure of the sheaft(_, C) is investigated
so well that we can write down the compatibility condition //--0 in
many cases (Corollary 2.4.2 o Chapter III o S-K--K [5] and Theorem
1 o Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [6]).

We will illustrate the above discussion concretely when / is
single equation. Let P(x,D) be an elliptic differential operator of
order m-- 2r and be a system/.,P. Iwe denote the generator of

by u, then =u with the fundamental relation P(x,D)u--O.
We take a local coordinate system (x, ..., x) of M so that (x)--x.
Then the preparation theorem for pseudo-differential operators
(Lemma 3.5.2 of S-K--K [5] Chapter II) asserts that P(x, D) has the
orm Q+(x, D)Q-(x, D), where Q-(x, D)-D;-: Qr_(x, D’)D and the
principal symbol of Q+(x,D) never vanishes on S_. Here D’

(D2, ., Dn).
Let B(x, D) (]--1, ...,r) be the pseudo-differential operators of

order m o the form =oB(x ,D’)D where B.(x’ D’)is a pseudo-
differential operator defined on /--1S*N of order at most m--k. We
may assume without loss of generality thatmm. Then we consider
the generalized boundary value problem or l--_/_q)P on {x>=0} by
requiring that the solution u on {x >0} of the equation satisfy the
relation B(x, D)ul=/o:l(x’) (] 1, ..., r) or given /(x’) e ./.
In this case,

_
is a ree N-Module generated by u(--Du[N

:lr.x(R)Du) or ]--0,...,r--1. (See S--K--K [5].) We take as
the free -Module with the system o generations /, ...,/, and
define the homomorphism

mj

" -_ by [B(x, D)u[N-- B.(x’, D’)u.
k=O

Then this is included in the framework which we described before,
provided that is injective.

Theorem I in Kashiwara-Kawai [4] asserts that the local solvability
of the above boundary value problem is equivalent to the solvability o
the system o equations (DQ-(x,D)u) =/o--0 (k=O,...,r--l) and
B(x,D)ul=/o=Z(x’) (]--1, ...,r), where the unknown functions are
Du(x)l__/o (]-0,..., m-l). Hence the local solvability of the above
boundary value problem is reduced to the solvability o the ollowing
determined system o pseudo-differential equations (1) on /1S*N
(2)

Qr(0, x’, D’) e_l(0, x’, D’) Qr_2(0, x’, D’)

R,o(X, D’) Q(O, x’, D’) +R,(x’, D’) Qr_(O, x’, D’) +Rr.2(x’, D’)

19’R/_.o(X R/_,(x D’)

B.(x’,D’)
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..Q(O, x’,D’) 1 0 lUo(X’) 0

’0
1 x /(x’)

where R,(x’,D’) are pseudo-differential operators o2 order at most
1-k. Such an observation is a concrete orm o the reasoning we
developed using the extension group of the quotient P-Module
_L=_/:. In act A: is a system generated by u0, ..., u_ with the
fundamentul relation which is obtained rom (2) setting/=0.

In passing the principal symbol of the matrix operator in the left
hand side of (2) is

( 3 ) (x’, ]’)= det

-det
/b+ E bq1i=k-t+l

r_k_my /
lr

i we denote by q q(x, ’) nd b=b(x, ’) the principM symbol o
order ] and m-k of Q(0, x’, D’) and B(x’, D’) respectively. (Cf.
Volevi6 [8] and Grding-Kotak-Leray [2].)

Then we can apply the results of Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [6] to (1)
and find the compatibility conditions which Z(x’) should satisfy if the
above boundary value problem is not solvable as far as A(x’, ’) satisfies
the conditions of Theorem 1 in Sato-Kawai-Kashiwara [6]. Note that
we can treat the case where A(x’, ’) has constant multiplicity (> 1).
The authors believe that this is a crucial point because the ellipticity
of does not give any informations about the multiplicity of A(x’, ’),
e.g. P(x, D) (D +... +D).

Thus we have encountered again the advantages of the employment
of pseudo-differential operators of infinite order even in such an
elementary problem as the boundary value problem for single elliptic
equation.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 1 in [4]. The proof is devided
into two steps. Note that we need only the assumption of ellipticity
in the first step (Proposition 2) and only the non-characteristic assump-
tion in the second step (Proposition 3). This observation allows us to
bypass many technical difficulties in the course of the proof.

We begin our discussions by introducing the sheaf C/x on SX.
Using the comonoidal transformation X* of X with center N, we define
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C/x by (x(;}x(x)(R)o. Here w is the orientation sheaf of N.
The sheaf C/x is seen to be a left xlsx-Module.

Now, we have the following .-linear homomorphisms

(4)
-t S*M)"RFM(/nM) @WN/M Rq.(N/X ]SX

Hence we have
RF(Ro2(,))@/.

( 5 ) RFSM(MRo(,))aW/M
Rq (R om2n (, CN/X) [sx-*)

Rq,(Ro(,
Since is elliptic, the left column in (5) gives clearly an isomorphism.
Moreover the ellipticity of implies that Supp (x2x)SM
is a proper map. Therefore the right column in (5) gives an
isomorphism, since R om2 (, C/x)=R omx (x2x, /x).

On the other hand we have the ollowing
Proposition 2. If is an elliptic system of linear differential

equations on M, then the horizontal arrows in (5) are isomorphisms.
Here we need not assume that N is non-characteristic with respect
to .

This proposition is proved by the reduction to the case where
is a single equation. Such a reduction is possible since we do not need
the non-characteristic assumption in this proposition.

Now, we go on o the second step of the proof, i.e. we show the
following

Proposition . Let be a system of pseudo-differential equa-
tions with respect to which N is non-characteristic. Then we have
the following isomorphism:

(6) Ro (,/x)Ro(,z) P-.
It is clear that Proposition 2 and Proposition 3 immediately prove

Theorem 1. On the other hand, we can show that the sheaf C/x is
isomorphic to the sheaf o microfunctions with holomorphic parameters
outside SXSX. Hence, Proposition 3 is equivalent to the corre-
sponding proposition about the shea o microunctions with
holomorphic parameters. Beore stating the proposition we make
clear the meaning of the sheaf o microfunctions with holomorphic
parameters.

Let f" XY be a smooth holomorphic map with fiber dimension
d. Suppose that Y is a complexification o a real analytic manifold N
and set M=f-(N). Denoting by =/x" X*=Y* X XX the
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comonoidal transformation of X with center M, C is, by definition,
d -IdS.x(/xC)x) (R)o. C is, in fct, the subsheaf of Cn consisting of the

microfunctions on M satisfying the Cauchy-Riemann equation along
the fibers of f. is a (x]x)-Module defined on SX--M -1S*N.

We denote by the same letter f the projection SXJ-1S*N.
Now using the above notations we state the following proposition

which is equivalent to Proposition 3.
Proposition 4. Let be a system of pseudo-differential equa-

tions on X with respect to which f is non-characteristic, that is,
Supp M X P*YP*Y is a finite morphism. Then we have the

Y

following isomorphism.
L

7 Ro(,C)Ro(,) f-C.
y-f

This proposition is proved by the reduction to the case where d= 1
and is a single equation.

Errata in our previous note [4].
The isomorphism (1) should be replaced by the following"

RF(/)
q,o(,]) p-)

Noe ha he vigh hnd side eduees o

x
when he restriction o q o -upp SX deeomposes into
composite o he mapping p and he mpping vom p() o SM.

The le hand sides o (2), (8) and (5) should be corrected eeording
o he bove correction. The results in M1 he examples o [4]
o be wlid.
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